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A. Evaluation Benchmark
In constructing a fair benchmark for quantitatively eval-
uating our proposed task, we utilized the publicly avail-
able COCO [3] dataset to construct composite foregrounds.
Specifically, we employed the segmentation annotations of
80 object categories in COCO to extract foreground el-
ements and recombined them onto a canvas to generate
“composite foregrounds” as task inputs. Subsequently, we
synthesized complete scenes guided by the overall descrip-
tions in the dataset and compared different methods’ gen-
erative abilities by assessing the quality of the synthesized
scenes. We employed three metrics to evaluate the model’s
generative capabilities from the perspectives of image qual-
ity, text-image consistency, and aesthetic appeal. The defi-
nitions and calculation formulations are as follows:
• FID(Fréchet inception distance) [1]. It assess the quality

of generated images by measuring the distribution differ-
ence between real and generated images, which is formu-
lated as:

FID(x, g) = ∥µx − µg∥+Tr
(
Σx +Σg − 2

√
ΣxΣg

)
,

where x represents the overall feature distribution of real
images extracted by the inception network [9], and g rep-
resents that of the generated imgaes. We calculated the
FID values of the generated images using real images
from the COCO as the reference ferature distribution.

• CLIP-Score [4]. This metric evaluates the model’s abil-
ity to generate images matching text descriptions based
on the similarity between CLIP embeddings of generated
images and input text.

• LAION Aesthetic [8]. Proposed by LAION, it is a set
of lightweight models predicting ratings given by peo-
ple when asked “How much do you like this image on
a scale from 1 to 10?”. We calculate the aesthetic quality
of generated images using LAION’s provided predictor
model [7].

B. User Studies
To compare the generative performance of AnyScene and
alternative methods on the proposed task from the perspec-
tive of subjective quality assessment by users, we orga-
nized a series of user studies. For customized scene gener-
ation performance on the proposed task, we chose Inpaint-
Anything [5, 10] as the primary baseline method for com-
parison. As for alternative methods for single-object scene
customization, we choose DreamBooth [6] and CustomD-
iffusion [2]. Based on several objects from the Dream-
Booth dataset and some collected from the internet, we

Table 1. Comparative user study results for customized image gen-
eration performance across different methods.

Image Quality Scene Harmony Object Fidelity

DreamBooth [6] 2.23 2.59 1.61
CustomDiffusion [2] 2.31 2.48 1.39
Inpaint Anything [10] 2.80 2.41 3.11
Ours 3.26 2.92 3.45

constructed 30 groups of foreground elements and com-
pose them into the composited foreground. To construct
the customized text prompt, we manually wrote ten differ-
ent scene context descriptions, such as: “with sunset”, “on
the street, background is Eiffel Tower”, “surrounding with
flowers”, etc. We generated images using these prompts
combined with the composited foregrounds, producing four
images per prompt for each method. The generated images,
anonymized and randomly grouped into 30 sets, were rated
by ten annotators from diverse age groups and professions
based on the following criteria:

• Image Quality: Scoring the overall quality of the gener-
ated images based on personal aesthetic preferences.

• Scene Harmony: Whether the foreground elements cor-
rectly and reasonably blend into the generated scene, pre-
senting visual harmony.

• Object Fidelity: Whether the foreground elements main-
tain good recognizability in the generated images, with-
out noticeable layout deformation or detail loss.

Based on these criteria, the annotators scored the images on
a scale of 1 to 4 based on these criteria. The final evalu-
ation results are shown in the Table. 1. It is evident that
compared to Inpaint Anything [5, 10], our method showed
better generative quality in all three metrics according to
user preferences. As for the subject-driven methods [2, 6],
although these tend to generate overall harmonious images
by learning specific visual subjects as visual concepts, they
did not show superior results in scene harmony compared to
AnyScene in user evaluations. This indicates that AnyScene
effectively considers the semantic information of the fore-
ground during generation, synthesizing the overall scene
based on the foreground elements, thereby achieving har-
monious scene generation. In summary, the results of the
user studies affirm the effectiveness of AnyScene in the
proposed task and its applicability in generation tasks like
poster creation and scene customization that require balanc-
ing image quality, scene harmony, and object fidelity.
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Figure 1. Customized scene generation results synthesized via proposed AnyScene conditioned with specific foregrounds and prompts of
various scene contexts.



C. Cutomized Image Generation Results
In order to vividly demonstrate the generative capabilities
of AnyScene, Fig. 1 showcases more results produced by
AnyScene. As illustrated, AnyScene can generate high-
quality customized images based on a given foreground,
combined with various scene prompts.
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